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Dx4 from DitaExchange™ is a Structured Content Management (SCM) 
solution that makes it easy for organizations to create, manage, deliver 
and re-use  important content, while enabling you to publish it 
anywhere, consistently, in the format you need for your readers. 

By implementing a SCM solution, organizations can standardize 
information throughout their business, increasing document quality and 
decreasing review and approval time – as well as costs – significantly.  

Dx4 uses the security of SharePoint and Office 365 and adopts the 
benefits of using DITA standards to produce content that is ready for 
automation, AI, machine learning, chatbots and other emerging 
technology. 

Dx4 is particularly useful for regulated industries, such as financial 
services and life sciences, where accuracy, consistency and compliance is 
critical.

Dx4 Features
Make structured content management easy by using standard business tools in  a powerful way.

Drag and drop
DxNavigator is the next-generation interface for 
working in maps. Drag and drop, preview, and 
discuss topics all in a modern HTML5 interface. 

Mix & match Word and DITA topics 
Choose DITA XML or Word topics. Mix and 
match both topic types, even within a single 
map.

Choose your authoring tool
Improve your document authoring by using 
either Microsoft Word or other tools like Oxygen 
XML Web Author, a web-based solution that will 
ensure a simple and efficient collaboration within 
your team.

DITA features in Word Topics 
DxAuthor extends Word’s capabilities to 
incorporate DITA features such as content 
references into Word topics.

Make it your own
DxPublisher allows you to easily customize the 
look and feel of your documents. Publish to 
branded PDF or Word documents in minutes.

On-the-fly
Automatically generate HTML, JSON, or XML 
renditions of topics for presentation on a 
publishing site.

Review and approval 
Use SharePoint’s robust workfl ow architecture to 
track approval status for your maps and topics.

Translation support 
Easily export content for translation, and track 
status of translation jobs in process. 

Reporting 
Easily see where a topic is used, find 
orphan topics and broken links and more.
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Structured Content
Management for 
Regulated Industries
Simplify the way you create, manage, deliver and re-use 
important content though structured content management 
solutions built to run on the SharePoint platform.  
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Simplify 
If “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication,” then creating a single source 
of truth for content that is highly discoverable, infinitely re-usable and 
easy for end-users is Dx4. One of our core values is to “keep it simple” 
by developing robust solutions that keep simplicity at the core of 
design.

Beyond static content creation
With Dx4, authors don’t create one document at a time. They create 
pieces of information called topics that are brought together using 
document maps. As needs change, new maps are developed that bring 
corresponding topics together for publishing, ensuring that documents 
are consistent and up to date – without having to start over with 
authoring and approval processes.

Authors, authors everywhere
Multiple authors from cross-organizational departments can not only 
contribute to a single document, but their topics can be reused as 
needed in other documents. Dx4 also enables true parallel authoring 
since multiple authors can be working within various topics at the same 
time, dramatically increasing productivity.

One world solution
Collaborating with colleagues down the hall or around the world, Dx4 
just requires a log-in and you’re all in the same room. Authors, reviewers 
and approvers can all collaborate in real-time – or whenever it’s 
convenient for them – while using best-of-breed versioning, Microsoft 
Office, and other tools.

Flexible delivery
Running on premises or in the Cloud, the Dx4 solution can fit your 
needs now and into the future. Contact us to find out more about our 
flexible solutions that fit your business model, not the other way around.  

Reduce training
It’s not “Word-like”, it IS Word. Dx4 uses a true Microsoft Word interface 
for authoring. Microsoft Office and its established tools (currently used 
by 1 in 7 people on the planet) will reduce the cost and time of training 
your employees. 

Expand your SharePoint investment 
Dx4 runs on the SharePoint platform, a significate part of Microsoft's 
$16 billion ecosystem for enterprise products and services. Chances are 
your organization is already using this powerful solution,     so expand 
your usage – and your investment.

Industry expertise
The DitaExchange team has deep expertise in the financial services and 
life sciences industries, as well as DITA principles, to help guide you in 
developing your program. 

Award winning
DitaExchange was the recipient of the 2012 Microsoft Global Life 
Sciences Innovation Award. DitaExchange helped one Top 10 pharma 
develop a practical approach to the auto-assembly of patient narratives, 
reducing time spent on authoring and review by  over 90%.
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